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Apress Mac and iPhone Bestsellers Available on Safari Books Online
Published on 04/29/09
IT professional book publisher Apress, Inc., today announces the inclusion of bestselling
Mac and iPhone development book trio Learn C on the Mac, Learn Objective-C on the Mac,
and
Beginning iPhone Development: Exploring the iPhone SDK to its growing list of books
available on Safari Books Online. This initial trio of Apress Mac Development titles
offers readers a broad introduction to programming for Mac OS X and the iPhone, and
provides a foundation for further forthcoming titles.
Berkeley, CA - IT professional book publisher Apress, Inc., announces the inclusion of
bestselling Mac and iPhone development book trio Learn C on the Mac, Learn Objective-C on
the Mac, and Beginning iPhone Development: Exploring the iPhone SDK to its growing list of
books available on Safari Books Online. This initial trio of Apress Mac Development titles
offers readers a broad introduction to programming for Mac OS X and the iPhone, and
provides a foundation for further forthcoming titles.
Thousands of beginners with no programming experience are learning the fundamentals of Mac
OS X programming with Learn C on the Mac by Dave Mark. Considered a classic by an entire
generation of Mac programmers, this popular guide has been completely updated for Mac OS
X. Topics such as pointers, variables, loops and linked lists provide the grounding for
readers to move on with confidence to begin learning Objective-C.
Learn Objective-C on the Mac by Mark Dalrymple and Scott Knaster is the next step in the
sequential series of books. Readers are carefully walked through features such as
instantiation, protocols for multiple inheritance, dynamic typing, and message forwarding.
Anyone comfortable with programming basics but not Objective-C finds this the ideal
starting point to for Mac development, especially aspiring iPhone developers looking to
take full advantage of Apress's fastest selling title Beginning iPhone Development:
Exploring the iPhone SDK.
Learning to program for the Mac and iPhone with Apress on Safari Books Online is easy,
instant and offers outstanding value for money.
Title: Learn C on the Mac
Author: Dave Mark
Web ISBN: 1-43021-809-6 | Print ISBN: 978-1-43021-809-8
Pages: 376 | Published: December 2008
Title: Learn Objective-C on the Mac
Authors: Mark Dalrymple and Scott Knaster
Web ISBN: 1-43021-815-0 | Print ISBN: 978-1-43021-815-9
Pages: 360 | Published: January 2009
Title: Beginning iPhone Development: Exploring the iPhone SDK
Authors: Dave Mark and Jeff LaMarche
Web ISBN: 1-43021-626-3 | Print ISBN: 978-1-43021-626-1
Pages: 536 | Published: November 2008
Safari Books Online is an on-demand digital library delivering expert content in both book
and video form from the world's leading authors in technology and business. Technology
professionals, software developers, Web designers, and business and creative professionals
use Safari Books Online as their primary resource for research, problem solving, learning
and certification training. Safari Books Online offers a range of business-to-business
product mixes and pricing programs for every sized organization, as well as
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business-to-consumer options for individual users. Thousands of books, prepublication
manuscripts, short documents, articles and instructional videos are available at Safari
Books Online in one fully searchable database from publishers like Prentice Hall
Professional, O'Reilly Media, Addison Wesley Professional, Microsoft Press, Sams, Que,
Peachpit Press, John Wiley & Sons, Elsevier, lynda.com, IBM Press, Adobe Press, Cisco
Press, Sun Microsystems Press, FT Press, Wharton School Publishing, Apress, Manning, New
Riders, Apple Certified, Course Technology, Splash Media and dozens more. For more
information about Safari Books Online, please visit us online.
Apress:
http://www.apress.com
Safari Books Online:
http://www.safaribooksonline.com
Learn C on the Mac at Safari Books Online:
http://my.safaribooksonline.com/9781430218098
Learn Objective-C on the Mac at Safari Books Online:
http://my.safaribooksonline.com/9781430218159
Beginning iPhone Development: Exploring the iPhone SDK at Safari Books Online:
http://my.safaribooksonline.com/9781430216261

Apress is a technical publisher devoted to meeting the needs of IT professionals, software
developers, and programmers, with more than 700 books in print and a continually expanding
portfolio of publications. Apress provides high-quality, no-fluff content in print and
electronic formats that help serious technology professionals build a comprehensive
pathway to career success. Apress and friends of ED are part of Springer Science Business
Media.
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